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After Leon composed himself, he decided to immediately use the Five Spirits Pill.

When the Five Spirits Pill was ingested, five waves of spiritual energy flowed into his core.

The spiritual energy within his core started to rapidly spin after getting excited. It moved quicker and quicker, forming a vortex of

spiritual energy. It looked like a cyclone that absorbed all the energy from the Five Spirits Pill inside.

After absorbing all the energy, his spiritual energy started to slow down.

In the end, the spiritual energy finally condensed into a golden core the size of a thumb!

However, the golden core was still a bit transparent. IT would slowly solidify as Leon got stronger!

With that, Leon was finally at the initial Golden Phase!

On the other end, Ruth and Roanne both managed to make breakthroughs from the motherwort!

Ruth managed to get to the Semi Emperor State from the intermediate Overlord State!

As for Roanne, when Leon helped her cure the Third Degree Block, he thought her the first half of the Mysterious Maiden

Method and helped her get to the advanced Overlord State!

What she used was an Absolute Method!

On top of that, her talents seemed just as good as Ruth's. In the end, she managed to get to the Semi Emperor State as well!

However, the Semi Emperor State was yet another massive hurdle to pass until the Emperor State. She and Ruth failed to get

past it.

So, they did not force it as they opened their eyes.

At that moment, Leon, Iris, and the others already stopped training and opened their eyes.

"Ruth, Roanne, how did both of you do?" Leon asked with a smile.

"Leon, your Motherwort Pills are just too amazing! I managed to get to the Semi Emperor State! It's a miracle!" Ruth said

excitedly. The smile on her face threatened to split it apart!

If Iris and Cynthia were not there, she would have given Leon a big hug!

"Me too. I managed to get to the Semi Emperor State!" Roanne said excitedly.

She was always very talented when she was young. She was at the level of Yuri, or even above that!

However, due to the Third Degree Block, her power remained stagnant for a long time!

Leon did not only cure her Third Degree Block but managed to help her get to the Semi Emperor State so quickly!

When it came to the younger generation in the southern region, she was already amongst the top of the top. She was second

only to Yuri and Rodney!

She managed to catch up to those within her age range, making up for years of lost training!

"That's right! Leon, can't the Supreme Pure Energy Pills you made a few days before help Semi Emperor State martial artists

reach the Emperor State? Leon, give one to me and Roanne. Help us get to the Emperor State! " Ruth seemed to think about

something before she said eagerly.

"Yes, alright," Leon answered. After that, he was just about to give the pills to them when Cynthia stopped him.
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